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Gretchen â€œGertieâ€• Hirsch is a passionate home seamstress, a sought-after sewing teacher, and

the creator of one of the webâ€™s most popular sewing blogs: Gertieâ€™s New Blog for Better

Sewing. The blog began as a way for readers to follow Hirschâ€™s progress as she stitched all 14

fashions from the iconic 1950s sewing book Vogueâ€™s New Book for Better Sewing (a Julie &

Juliaâ€“esque experiment for the modern sewist). It quickly became a place for Hirsch to share

tutorials and lively posts about sewing as it relates to fashion history, pop culture, body image, and

gender. An extension of the blog, Gertieâ€™s New Book for Better Sewing is a hardworking

reference title packed with lessons on couture techniques and customization, as well as an

inimitable pattern collection featuring 25 wardrobe essentials and variations inspired by vintage

fashion and Gertieâ€™s spirited, modern style.Praise for Gertie's New Book For Better Sewing:â€œIf

you read Gertieâ€™s New Blog for Better Sewing, you already know that Gretchen Hirsch is all

about teaching basic sewing skills that some of us (guilty!) may have skipped right over when we

learned to sew. Now you can find all of Gretchenâ€™s sewing knowledge in one place.â€• â€”Martha

Stewart.comâ€œLike her blog, Hirschâ€™s book is like a chat with a friend who happens to be an

expert seamstress. Even if the vintage-inspired garments aren't your style, thereâ€™s plenty to learn

from this book.â€• â€”Library Journalâ€œThe styles are all rocked out with the tattoo-clad Gertie as

the model. If you love a retro pattern, then this book is the one for you.â€•

â€”CraftGossip.comâ€œWhite paper templates, not tissue! These will make it easier to trace.â€•

â€”Sew Spoiledâ€œI personally love the finishing details on well-made garments and found this book

to be a fantastic resource for adding techniques to my repertoire.â€• â€”ThreadBias.comâ€œMaybe

my faaavorite part of the book is the Vintage to Modern dictionary. If you ever use vintage patterns

or shop for vintage or retro-y clothes, youâ€™ll love this spread!â€• â€”Adventures in

Dressmakingâ€œThe featured wealth of skills in a range of garment-sewing techniques are perfect

for the home sewer with a thirst to learn how to create pieces for her own wardrobe.â€• â€”

EcoSalon.comâ€œHer new book is an excellent extension of the blog that includes a fantastic

collection of nine patterns to create your own vintage-inspired wardrobe.â€•

â€”SewNews.comâ€œOne of my favourite aspects of the book is that it pulls back the curtain on

construction and reveals what the insides of the garments look like. Itâ€™s really helpful to take a

peek at how another stitcher finishes her seams and keeps the whole thing hanging togetherâ€”a

very clever touch.â€• â€”Tilly and the Buttonsâ€œWe love it, and weâ€™re so excited to have it in

hand. Itâ€™s wonderful to be able to infuse some â€œGertie styleâ€• into our sewing. All the projects

are great, and the layout of the book is really easy to use and navigate. It has a great vintage, yet



modern look.â€• â€”Sew Mama Sewâ€œGertieâ€™s New Book for Better Sewing is a fun, new

pattern book, featuring sewing patterns that embody author Gretchen Hirschâ€™s fresh take on

vintage style.â€•â€”CRAFTzine.comâ€œIf you read Gertieâ€™s New Blog for Better Sewing, you

already know that Gretchen Hirsch is all about teaching basic sewing skills that some of us (guilty!)

may have skipped right over when we learned to sew. Now you can find all of Gretchenâ€™s sewing

knowledge in one place.â€• â€”MarthaStewartLiving.comâ€œThis is not down-and-dirty sewing, but

studied and time consuming. Which is awesome.â€• â€”Angry Chickenâ€œSince most women are a

size bigger in the hips than in the waist, the pattern proportions in the book are already adjusted to

take this difference into account. When I read this in the sizing guide, I actually got out of my chair

and did a little happy dance. Three cheers for patterns that are actually shaped like the women who

will be using them!â€• â€”The Zen of Makingâ€œThis book overflows with pictures, drawings and

diagrams to ensure your sewing success. She also includes a whopping 25 patterns, making this

book a steal! Sure to be a reference for your sewing room and guaranteed to be a resource you turn

to for zippers and buttons . . . even if you donâ€™t make a single pencil skirt.â€• â€”Generation Q

Magazineâ€œIf you are a fan of the mid-century vintage look, this book is a must-buy. Hirschâ€™s

instructions are excellent, and use new technologies and techniques that didnâ€™t exist 50 years

ago.â€• â€”Examiner.com
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The first part of this book is great. Lots of information on vintage sewing techniques explained in an



easy to understand way. The art for the book is spectacular. Sun Young Park is a wonderful talent

and I look forward to seeing more of her work.The problems are centered around the patterns.First-

the size chart doesn't have an accompanying figure to show you where exactly to measure yourself.

Early in the book Gertie talks about measuring and recommends using your high bust

measurement. But I'm still not clear if she wants the reader to use a high bust or bust measurement.

(see edit below)Second- there are no technical drawings of the garments. There are some artistic

renderings throughout, but not all of them match the patterns, nor are they paired with the patterns.

And there are no technical drawings of back views.Third- the patterns lack lengthen and shorten

lines.Fourth- some of the patterns seem like they're not just inspired by Vogue's New Book for

Better Sewing, but that they are the exact same Vogue patterns that have been made larger and

then multisized. i.e. the portrait blouse, the bow-tied blouse, and the sultry sheath (she says that she

wanted to include a version of that dress but with a different neckline. It appears to be the same

dress (jumper version) down to the uneven dart placement). The uneven dart placement drives me

crazy. I wish Gertie had moved the darts so they lined up. For someone who wants to sew the

Vogue projects, but doesn't want to spend the money buying the individual patterns, this is a great

option for them, but it didn't appeal to me and I wish the book had stated that some of the same

patterns were included.And yes, the fit bothered me a little.

My biggest beef with this book is the writing style: I wish Ms. Hirsch had cleaned up her blog-style

writing a little bit more in favor of something that sounded more professional and more like

something we would expect from someone who bills herself as an editor and a writer. She starts far

too many sentences with "Being a [whatever] . . . ". I know she meant to sound approachable, but it

makes the book feel a bit flavor-of-the-month and less like a respectable sewing reference.Her

section on fabric types wasn't meant to be expansive but I still wish it had been more comparative.

Descriptions are nice but less useful to people who don't have samples on hand to determine

whether organza is lighter than chiffon. I wish that she hadn't snubbed quilting cotton wholesale. I

thought it was odd that she passed over denim and chambray--the classic casual shirtwaist

fabric--in her section on fabric types but included gingham, apparently because it's cute. Most cotton

gingham readily available today is either sloppily-woven faux homespun or awful cotton-polyester

blend, and the stuff that isn't is usually, well, printed quilting cotton. Furthermore, if you're in the

market for a crisp white cotton blouse, you cannot do better than Kona, which is opaque and an

absolute dream to handle (as anyone who does applique can tell you).I agree, too, with the reviewer

I read somewhere (?) who wished that the clothing had been shown on somebody other than a



whole series of Gerties. Between the drawings and the photographs, there is an awful lot of Gertie

in the book.
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